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QUESTION 1

Which of the following features are supported by MyISAM tables? 

A. Foreign key constraints 

B. Transactions 

C. Auto_increment columns 

D. Fulltext indexes 

E. Assembly of multiple MyISAM tables to a MERGE table 

F. Row level locking 

G. Table level locking 

Correct Answer: CDEG 

29.2. The MyISAM Engine 

MyISAM has the most flexible AUTO_INCREMENT column handling of all the storage engines. 

MyISAM tables can be used to set up MERGE tables. 

MyISAM tables can be converted into fast, compressed, read-only tables to save space. MyISAM supports FULLTEXT
searching and spatial data types. 

 

QUESTION 2

The myisamchk command-line program must not be run on a set of tables if... 

A. The server is running. 

B. The server might access the same table files. 

C. The server might access any tables in the same database. 

Correct Answer: B 

30.3. Client and Utility Programs for Table Maintenance The myisamchk utility for MyISAM tables also performs table
maintenance. However, it takes a different approach from MySQL Administrator and mysqlcheck. Rather than sending
SQL statements to the server, myisamchk directly reads and modified the table files. For this reason, it\\'s necessary
when using myisamchk to ensure that the server does not access the tables at the same time.The myisamchk utility for
MyISAM tables also performs table maintenance. However, it takes a different approach from MySQL Administrator and
mysqlcheck. Rather than sending SQL statements to the server, myisamchk directly reads and modified the table files.
For this reason, it\\'s necessary when using myisamchk to ensure that the server does not access the tables at the
same time. 

 

QUESTION 3
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Which of the following statements correctly describes the way to enable and use shared memory connections to the
MySQL database server? 

A. Shared memory connections are available by default on all platforms, but must have TCP/IP networking disabled by
using the --skip-networking option. 

B. Shared memory connections are supported on all windows binaries, and is enabled by default. 

C. Shared memory connections are supported on all windows binaries, and must be enabled by using the --shared-
memory command line option. 

D. Shared memory is not a supported communication method for the MySQL database server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following are some benefits of using MySQL built binaries over binaries built by yourself? 

A. They are highly optimized. 

B. They are cross-platform. 

C. Many are built using commercial compilers that produce a better quality build than with freely available compilers. 

D. They will work with tools such as MySQL Administrator and MySQL Query Browser. 

E. They may include libraries not available in the standard operating system library. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

24.1.2. MySQL Source Distributions 

One significant benefit is that binaries produced by MySQL are likely to provide better performance than those you build
yourself: 

MySQL AB has a great deal of experience selecting configuration options such as compiler switches that produce the
most highly optimized binaries. 

In many cases, MySQL AB uses commercial compilers that produce superior quality code compared to the compilers
typically available for general-purpose use. In some cases, MySQL AB produces binaries compiled with libraries that 

provide capabilities beyond those available in the standard operating system vendor libraries. For example, on Linux
systems, a special C library is used that allows a higher maximum number of concurrent connections than can be
achieved 

using the stock C library. Other times, binaries are built using special libraries that work around known bugs in vendor
libraries. 

 

QUESTION 5

Assume you compile MySQL from source and invoke configure with the following options. 
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--with-charset=latin1 --with-extra-charsets=utf8,ucs2 

Compared to a standard binary installation that contains many more character sets, which of the following statements
is/are true? 

A. The compiled version will use less disk space, because only a few character sets will be installed on disk. 

B. The compiled version will use less memory, because only a few character sets will be loaded by the server. 

C. The compiled version will use less file handles, because only a few files need to be opened when the server is
started. 

Correct Answer: AB 

27.1. Performance Issues To reduce the amount of disk space required by character sets for your MySQL installation
and the amount of memory used by the server as it runs, don\\'t select unneeded character sets when you configure
MySQL. This requires that you compile MySQL from source rather than using a precompiled binary distribution. 
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